FORTY-THIRD GENERAL MEETING of ANZIAM,
A Division of the Australian Mathematical Society
────────────────────────────────────────────────
Time:

Tuesday 5 February 2019 at 7.30 pm

Location: Waimea Room, Rutherford Hotel, Nelson, NZ
AGENDA
1.

*Apologies

2.

*Confirmation of Minutes

3.

*Arrangement of agenda. Adoption of un-starred items

4.

* Chair’s Report

5.

* Treasurer’s Report

6.

Editor’s Report

7.

Branch and Specialist Group Reports
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.

ACT Branch
New Zealand Branch of ANZIAM Inc.
NSW Branch
Queensland Branch
SA Branch
Tasmania Branch
Victorian Branch
WA Branch
Computational Mathematics Group
Engineering Mathematics Group
Mathematics and Computers in Sport Group
Mathematics-in-Industry Study Group
SIGMAOPT Group
Mathematical Biology Special Interest Group
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8.

Annual Conference Reports
a.
b.

9.

2018 Conference
2019 Conference

Other activities – Reports
a.
b.

ICIAM
Student Support Scheme

10. * Future Annual Conferences
a. 2020 Conference
b. 2021 Conference
c. 2022 Conferences
11. * Appointments for the following Session
a. Returning Officer
b. Auditors
12. * Election of Executive Committee for the following Session
13.

* Other Business
a. Dates of the ANZIAM conference
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2.

Minutes of the Forty-third General Meeting of ANZIAM
A Division of the Australian Mathematical Society
Held in Ballroom 2, Hotel Grand Chancellor, Hobart, TAS
6 February, 2018
Secretary’s Note: Executive meeting notes taken by Melanie Roberts on behalf of the Secretary.
Thank you Melanie.
The meeting was opened at 7.31 pm by the Chair of ANZIAM, Professor Mary Myerscough. The
attendance was 52.
1

Apologies
J. Piantadosi, B. Anderssen

2

Confirmation of Minutes
Motion: That the minutes of the Forty-second General Meeting be accepted. [M. R.
Myerscough/ R. Hickson] carried unanimously.

3

Arrangement of Agenda. Adoption of un-starred items
Star 9b.
Add to Agenda
13c Other Business: Pillow Scholarship
13d Other Business: Code of Conduct
Motion: Arrangement of agenda and adoption of un-starred item to be accepted. [M.
Myerscough/G. Wake]. Carried unanimously.

4

Chair’s report
Professor M. R. Myerscough tabled her report [see Appendix] and drew the meeting’s
attention to the following items.
2017 ANZIAM Conference
Thanks to Conference Director Yvonne Stokes and the ANZIAM 2017 organising team for
a very good conference last year.
MISG:
In 2019 – 2021, the MISG workshops were offered to Monash under the Directorship of
Professor Kate Smith-Miles. Still negotiating what will happen as Kate has left Monash.

1.
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Clear that many students attend MISG but not many academics. As a Society we need to
support and attend ourselves.
Future MISGs possibilities:
2021 Victoria, Director James McCraw
WA keen to hold MISG in 2021 Directors Graeme Hocking and Michael Small.

ANZIAM Financial Situation
ANZIAM’s financial situation is good. Thanks to Peter for his work as Treasurer.
Need to consider what the future of the journal income will be. Important as journal income
is funding the ANZIAM Student Support Scheme (SSS). Good to look for alternative
funding for the SSS.
ICIAM
Thank you to Mike Plank who represented ANZIAM at the ICIAM (International Council
for Industrial and Applied Mathematics) Board meeting in May 2017. The 2023 Congress
will be held at Waseda University in Tokyo, 19-24 August 2023.
SIGMAOPT special interest group
The ANZIAM exec appointed Dr Julien Ugon from Federation University as interim
Chair and sought from him nominations for a secretary and treasurer of SIGMAOPT. He
nominated Dr Yalçin Kaya (University of South Australia) as secretary and Dr Guoyin Li
(UNSW) as treasurer. The group is now in the process of sorting out new constitutional rules
for future.
Decadal Plan
ANZIAM representative needed for working plan on implementation of the Decadal Plan. If
interested speak to Mary.
Relative success rates in ARC funding.
This continues to be of serious concern. This year, a rough count shows that there were 15
grants funded in the FOR 0101 code and only 10 in the FOR 0102 code and one in the FOR
0103 code. Of even more concern, 5 of the grants funded in the FOR 0102 code were from
groups that were not in Mathematics Schools: one was from the team of biologists, the
others from teams of engineers. This is of very great concern as it opens up the likelihood
that panel members representing the FOR 0102 area will be chosen more often from
Engineering as time goes by.
Thanks to the working party (Matt Simpson, Peter Taylor, Yvonne Stokes, Song-Ping Zhu)
who encouraged eligible applied mathematicians to put their name forward to their institution
for nomination to the College of Experts.

2.
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Assoc Prof Jason Sharples from UNSW Canberra has been made a member of the College of
Experts and he joins current members Professors Kate Smith-Miles (Melbourne) and
Matthew Simpson (QUT).
Constitutional Amendment
The constitutional amendment to its membership to enable the Division to have more than 3
co-opted members on the executive committee was passed.
Honours:
Congratulations also to Dr Frank de Hoog for winning the 2017 Hannan Medal, awarded by
the Academy of Science.
Hinke Osinga became the first female mathematician to be made a Fellow of the Royal
Society of NZ for her research in dynamical systems theory. Congratulations Hinke.
Questions? None.
Motion: Accept the Chair report [M. R. Myerscough/ J. Harper]. Carried unanimously.
5

Treasurer’s Report / Auditor’s Report
A/Professor P. Johnston tabled his written report.
Questions:
James McCraw: Does anyone know how funds coming through from Open Access
could/would change income?
Graeme: Has been in discussion with Cambridge Press about Open Access. They are
monitoring the situation.
Motion: Accept the Treasurer’s report subject to a satisfactory auditor’s report [P. Johnston
/T. Roberts]. Carried unanimously.
Mary thanked Peter for his work as Treasurer. Round of applause from the floor.

6

Editor’s Report/ANZIAM Journal
Prof. G. Hocking and Prof. A. Bassom tabled their written report which was accepted by the
meeting [M. Myerscough/R. Anderssen]. Carried unanimously.
M. R. Myerscough: I would like to acknowledge and formally thank Prof. G. Hocking and
Prof. A. Bassom for their excellent work on the Journal.

9b

Student Support Scheme

3.
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Mark Nelson: Propose a vote of thanks to Phil Howlett for his many years of service.
Thanks to Frank de Hoog and Mike Roberts. Rowena Ball will join the committee.
10a

2019 Conference
New Zealand Branch of ANZIAM Inc. will host ANZIAM 2019
The conference will be held on Sunday 3rd February to Thursday 7th February 2019 at the
Rutherford Hotel in Nelson.
Conference Directors: Dr M. Plank and Prof. M. McGuinness
6 invited speakers confirmed.
Mike thanked invited speakers committee especially Chair Vivien Kirk for their work.
Only planned for 4 parallel sessions, organisers looking at options: possibly run till slightly
later on Thursday or have a poster session.
MBSIG will be held on Friday after the conference. Details to be confirmed.

10b

2020
Nobody present to report. N. Thamwattana: J. Denier looking at locations.

10c

2021
Nothing to report yet.

11a

Returning Officer
Dr Melanie Roberts has nominated for the position of Returning Officer.
Motion: Accept Melanie Roberts as ANZIAM returning officer for the period 2018/19 [M.
Myerscough/P. Johnston] passed unanimously.

11b

Motion: Appoint new auditors, Nexia Australia Brisbane, for 2018/2019. [P. Johnston /B.
Baeumer] passed unanimously.

12

Election of New Executive
M. Roberts: We received two nominations for the position of Deputy Chair. Held an
electronic ballot. Results: 147 votes, 97 MRM, 50 JD.
Request that all members check their email addresses are up to date on membership.
We will take nominations from the floor for positions ACT and WA ordinary members.

4.
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ACT: Zlatko Jovanoski will to stand for a second term. Nominated by Roslyn Hicks and seconded
by Mark Nelson.
WA: Graeme Hocking nominated Michael Small. Mike Plank seconded.

The following committee will hold office until ANZIAM 2018.





Chair: Prof Mary Myerscough (NSW)
Deputy Chair: Prof Mark McGuinness (NZ)
Secretary: Dr Julia Piantadosi (SA)
Treasurer: Assoc. Prof Peter Johnston (Qld)

Chairs of Specialist Groups:







Dr Bishnu Lamichhane (CMG)
Dr Bronwyn Hajek (EMG)
Assoc. Prof James McCaw (MB SIG)
Assoc. Prof Anthony Bedford (MathSport)
Assoc. Prof Peter Pudney (MISG)
Dr Julien Ugon (SigmaOpt)

Elected/Co-opted Ordinary Members:









Prof Michael Small (WA)
Prof Andrew Bassom (Tas)
Dr Sue Ann Chen (Vic)
Prof Song-Ping Zhu (NSW)
Assoc. Prof Murk Bottema (SA)
Prof Mick Roberts (NZ)
Dr Zlatko Jovanoski (ACT)
Prof Matt Simpson (Qld)

Co-opted/Invited members:





Prof Ian Sloan/ Dr Michael Plank (ICIAM representatives)
Mr Phil Brown (Student Representative)
Dr Amie Albrecht (Webmaster)
Hayden Tronnolone (ECR)

Ex-officio Members:



Prof Kate Smith-Miles (President, AustMS)
Prof Graeme Hocking, Prof Andrew Bassom (Editors, ANZIAM Journal)

Representative on AustMS Steering Committee:



Prof Mark McGuinness (Chair, ANZIAM)
Dr Julia Piantadosi (Secretary, ANZIAM)

5.
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ANZIAM Returning Officer:


Dr Melanie Roberts (Vic)

ANZIAM Student Support Scheme Committee:
Prof Mick Roberts (Chair), Dr Frank de Hoog , Dr Rowena Ball
J.H. Michell Medal Committee 2019:
Prof Scott McCue (Chair), Assoc. Prof Mark Nelson, Prof Nigel Bean
ANZIAM Medal Committee 2019:
Dr Frank de Hoog (Chair), Prof Kerry Landman, ANZIAM 2018 Medallist
E.O. TUCK Medal Committee 2019:
Prof Shaun Hendy (Chair), Prof Peter Taylor, Prof Troy Farrell
M. R. Myerscough: Thank you to M. Roberts for running the election. Applause.

13a

Other Business: Dates of the ANZIAM conference
Proposed by Vivien Kirk: I’ve had a number of people independently mention to me that the
date is really inconvenient for people with young school-aged children because it always falls
in the first or second week of school. So, for instance, one of the people on the committee
commented that she was happy to be on the committee but probably couldn’t come to the
meeting because of the timing. I also stayed away from the meeting for about 10 years
because of this issue, and others have mentioned it as an impediment. I understand that it is
hard to find the perfect time, that people don’t want it to cut across Australia Day (although it
seems fine to cut across Waitangi Day), and that it shouldn’t clash with grant deadlines.
However, I wonder if it might be time for a rethink.
Time of week discussion: Start on Monday late enough that people can arrive but early
enough to run some sessions to alleviate timetable pressure. Issue with gap between MISG
and ANZIAM, don’t want down time between the two meetings.
Time of year discussion: Discussion on school starting dates and difficulties for people with
young children. Issue with clashing with Australia Day. Cost of booking factor to avoid
school holidays. Move later, NZ gets Waitangi Day, ARC deadlines.
AMSI Summer School is all of January.
Other times of the year? Worth surveying members?
Action: Returning officer to run survey whether to keep conference the same or run Monday
lunch to Friday lunch. Monday evening to Friday, run Tuesday to Friday.

6.
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Action: Look at other options. M. Roberts to work on wording. Add to survey option to
remove free afternoon.
Action: Childcare facilitation should be included in the conference information package.
Y. Stokes: Reminder that WIMSIG has an award for caring facilities for conferences.

13b

Other Business: Relations between ANZIAM and AustMS
Proposed by Jim Denier at the ANZIAM 2017 AGM.
Member who requested not in attendance to speak to this item.

13c

Other Business: Pillow Scholarship
Only 4 applications received. It was the general opinion of the committee that the
applications did not adequately address the scholarship criteria. Decided not to award for
2018. Executive recommended the committee provide an improved application form. Also
raised the issue of poor mentoring. Supervisors of eligible students should encourage
students to apply and mentor them in writing their application. We will try to advertise more
widely. Executive also notes that applications tend to come from only a handful of
institutions

13d

Other Business: Code of conduct
Nalini Joshi spoke to this item.
Nalini engaged in discussion with various others. Thinks Mathematical Sciences should
consider instituting a code of conduct. NZ Mathematics Colloquium already has a code of
conduct. Code of conduct for the professional society as well as each conference.
Consideration of whether there should be repercussions.
Discussion:
N. Joshi: There are models we can use e.g. International Bayesian Society’s recently developed
Codes.

P. Taylor: ACEMS and Stats Society have reasonably advanced drafts and suggest
coordinating, perhaps at a higher level.
General discussion around what other conferences/groups have done and options for things
to include. Strong support from a number of members given.
M. Myerscough: Highlighted new AustMS diversity committee.
Dion O'Neale: Opportunity to move quickly on the conference. ANZIAM might take longer.

7.
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Action: 2019 Conference organisers will form a code of conduct for the ANZIAM 2019
conference and send to the executive to ratify.

Commitment from future conference organisers to take this action.
Motion: ANZIAM will require that all future ANZIAM affiliated conferences will have a
code of conduct that registrants are required to agree to and that for every conference covered
by this code of conduct there is a requirement that individuals be appointed as contact people
for the conference.
Amendment: Frank de Hoog proposed amendment for executive to develop a general code
of conduct. General discussion: not included.
[N. Joshi /A. Francis]. Move the motion: All in favour. Passed unanimously.
Action: Executive will appoint a working party to develop a code of conduct for the Society.
M. Myerscough: Asked for volunteers. A. Albrecht, Andrew Francis, Mike Plank, Matt
Simpson, N. Joshi.
Action: Working party to report to the executive on code of conduct within one month.
Action: 2019 AGM to formally adopt the code of conduct.
Motion: The Society agrees to adopt the ANZIAM Code of Conduct as approved by the
executive committee subject to ratification at the 2019 AGM.
[N. Joshi /T. Roberts]. Move the motion: All in favour. Passed unanimously.
M. Myerscough: Propose a vote of thanks to Julia Piantadosi for her work as Secretary. Round of
applause.
M. McGuinness: Propose a vote of thanks to Mary Myerscough for her strong leadership as
ANZIAM Chair.
M. Myerscough: Wished Mark McGuinness all the best for 2018.
The Chair closed the meeting at 9.06 pm.
Signed: ...................................................
Date: ......................................................
Secretary’s Note: Some of the items were not discussed in the order listed here but have been
recorded in the numeric order rather than chronological order for ease of reference.

8.
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4.

Chair’s Report to ANZIAM Executive Committee

January 2019
Thanks
I’d like to thank the members of the ANZIAM Executive for all of your help
during the year, and for being so responsive to the various email questions and
voting requests that have gone out. I’m grateful to Amie Albrecht for help on lots
of fronts including the Code of Conduct and the website, to Peter Johnston for
his continued and treasured Treasure-ship, and to Mary Myerscough for providing
continuity as Deputy Chair.
I’m especially grateful to Julia Piantadosi for her secretarial help and know-how;
Julia has provided wonderfully steady guidance and continuity since she started
as Secretary in 2012, and it is with much regret that I note she is stepping down
from this position now.
2018 ANZIAM Conference
The 2018 ANZIAM Conference and Dinner were held on 4–8 February in the Hotel
Grand Chancellor, Hobart, Tasmania. Professor Larry Forbes was the Director,
assisted by a very friendly and efficient team from the University of Tasmania.
The seven invited speakers included Alys Clark, the 2017 J.H. Michell Medallist,
and Kate Smith-Miles, the 2017 E.O. Tuck Medallist.
The ANZIAM Student Support Scheme assisted 27 students to attend. Total
attendance was in excess of 230, and 74 student talks were considered for the T.M.
Cherry Prize. The Women in Mathematical Sciences lunch was well-attended, with
a number of supporters engaging in group discussions. This event was supported
by ANZIAM, the Women in Mathematics Special Interest Group (WIMSIG) of
the AustMS, and the Australian Research Council through Nalini Joshi’s Georgina
Sweet Australian Laureate Fellowship. The Mathematical Biology Special Interest
Group Workshop was held on 9 February.
The 2018 AMSI-ANZIAM Early-Career Workshop was held in Hobart on 3–4
1
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February, immediately before ANZIAM 2018. Featuring speakers from both industry and academia, the workshop provided early-career mathematicians the chance
to discuss career pathways, hear advice on research collaboration, undertake communication skills training, improve their well-being and ask for advice from experienced mathematicians.
The next ANZIAM conference is to be at the Rutherford Hotel, Nelson, New
Zealand, 3-7 Feb 2019, directed by Michael Plank and myself. The Mathematical
Biology Special Interest Group Workshop will follow on 8 Feb in Nelson.
ANZIAM 2020 is planned to be in the Hunter Valley, convenient to the 2020
Mathematics in Industry Study Group, which will be held at the U of Newcastle
(see below).
ANZIAM Medallists
The following ANZIAM Medals for 2018 were announced and presented at the
Conference Dinner in Hobart:
The 2018 ANZIAM Medal, our most prestigious award, was awarded to Professor Phil Howlett for sustained and outstanding contributions to the theory
and applications of mathematics, and for his passionate advocacy of ANZIAM
https://www.anziam.org.au/The+2018+ANZIAM+Medal
The 2018 E.O. Tuck Medal was awarded to Professor Yvonne Stokes, for fundamental contributions to industrial and applied mathematics
https://www.anziam.org.au/The+2018+EO+Tuck+Medal
The 2018 J.H. Michell Medal, made to an outstanding early career researcher
for distinguished research in applied or industrial mathematics, was awarded to
Associate Professor Claire Postlethwaite
https://www.anziam.org.au/The+2018+JH+Michell+Medal
The T.M. Cherry Prize for the best student talk at the Conference was awarded
jointly to Nabil Fadai (Oxford) and Eloise Trendenick (QUT)
The Cherry Ripe Prize for best non-student talk went to Chris Lustri (Macq)
https://www.anziam.org.au/Cherry+Ripe+Prize
The A.F. Pillow Phd top-up Scholarship was not awarded this year.
Mathematics in Industry Study Groups
MISG 2018 was directed by Peter Pudney, University of South Australia, in Adelaide from 29 Jan to 2 Feb. Four projects were tackled, one from the Australian
Bureau of Statistics on combining publicly available data to make inferences about
sub-populations, two from ElectraNet on handling stochastic behaviour of new
electricity generation methods and non-synchronous power generators, and one
from the Australian Lamb Co. on optimal red meat cuts. About 75 delegates at-

2
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tended, mostly local but also from as far away as Perth, Oxford, Korea, Japan,
Spain, Turkey and Italy. About half of the delegates were PhD students.
Peter Pudney and Amie Albrecht very generously agreed to host once again the
2019 MISG in Adelaide, 21–25 January. Difficulties with getting challenges from
companies and with some companies requiring confidentiality agreements has led
to a modified Study Group style meeting in Adelaide this year, based on the OZ
Minerals Explorer Challenge.
I am extremely grateful to Peter and Amie and their colleagues at UniSA for taking
on the leadership of a fourth consecutive MISG, as we were encountering difficulties
in finding a host for 2019. The 2020 MISG will be hosted by Natalie Thamwattana and Mike Meylan at the University of Newcastle, in brilliantly serendipitous
juxtaposition to ANZIAM2020 in the Hunter Valley.
Mathematics in Industry New Zealand
MINZ Study Group meetings are held annually in New Zealand since 2015, with the
MINZ Reference Group currently chaired by Mark McGuinness after Graeme Wake
stepped down. These meetings are mentored and encouraged by ANZIAM New
Zealand, and typically attract four to six industry problems and 80–100 academics
and students.
A report on the last MINZ meeting, held in June 2018 at the Auckland University of Technology, can be found in the AustMS Gazette, Volume 45, Number 4,
p.209.
The next MINZ meeting is to be directed by Richard Clark at the University of
Auckland, from 24–28 June 2019. Graeme Wake continues to provide crucial support to the MINZ meetings by his unflagging advocacy in getting good industrial
problems to tackle.
Code of Conduct
ANZIAM has developed during 2018 a Code of Conduct, similar to the one already
in place for the next ANZIAM conference in Nelson http://sms.victoria.ac.
nz/Events/ANZIAM2019/WebHome, and based on one that has already been used at
the NZ Mathematical Society Colloquium. This Code has been through a process
of revision, and has now been accepted by the Executive by email vote. We are
asking for a Code of Conduct to be in place at any conferences we sponsor in the
future. We do see this Code as a living thing, which will need to adapt and be
modified over the years. A copy is appended to this report. I’m very appreciative
of the well-thought out work that Amie Albrecht and her committee put into
developing this Code of Conduct.

3
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Money Matters — AustMS and AMSI
We have agreed that our annual contribution to AustMS towards grants-in-aid
will be $7500 for 2019–2021, and that we will pay on request and additionally,
$2000 in total each year (2019–2021) to help with sponsorship of two subjects in
the AMSI Summer School. This sponsorship is jointly with AustMS. Typically
AustMS pays AMSI, and invoice ANZIAM for our share. For the Summer School
in 2019, ANZIAM will be part-sponsoring the Optimisation course.
Survey of ANZIAM meeting dates
I’m grateful to Melanie Roberts for her fine work as Returning Officer this year,
and in particular for setting up an online survey of ANZIAM members opinions
on desirable dates for the annual ANZIAM conference, which runs from 2 January
to 26 February 2019.
Ngā mihi
Mark McGuinness

4
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ANZIAM Code of Conduct
ANZIAM is committed to a professional, open, productive and respectful exchange of ideas.
These aims require a community and environment that fosters inclusion, provides mutual respect,
and embraces diversity. All members of ANZIAM and attendees and sponsors at ANZIAM-endorsed
meetings are required to agree to the following code of conduct.
Harassment in any form will not be tolerated. This includes, but is not limited to, speech or
behaviour (whether in person, in presentations, or in online discussions) that intimidates, creates
discomfort, prevents or interferes with a person’s participation or opportunity for participation in
ANZIAM’s vision and mission. We aim for ANZIAM to be an organisation where harassment in any
form does not happen, including but not limited to: harassment based on race, gender, religion, age,
colour, national or ethnic origin, ancestry, disability, parental status, caring responsibilities, marital
status, sexual orientation, or gender identity. Harassment includes but is not limited to: verbal
comments that reinforce social structures of domination; sexual images in public spaces; deliberate
intimidation, stalking, or following; harassing photography or recording; sustained disruption of talks
or other events; inappropriate physical contact; unwelcome sexual attention; and advocating for or
encouraging any of the above behaviour.
ANZIAM will take seriously all reports of breaches of this code of conduct, and treat all parties
with respect and due process without presupposition of guilt. Complaints will be handled with
sensitivity, discretion, and confidentiality to the extent allowed by the circumstances and as required
by law. If an ANZIAM member engages in harassing behavior, the Executive Committee may take
any action they deem appropriate, including warning the offender or expulsion from the Society.
[For a conference code of conduct:]
All event participants have a responsibility to speak out against breaches of this code of conduct.
Depending on the situation, this could mean raising it with the transgressor, or reporting the
behaviour to someone. This could include a conference organiser or one of the following
representatives:
● List of representatives…….
[For the Society code of conduct:]
All ANZIAM members have a responsibility to speak out against breaches of this code of conduct.
Depending on the situation, this could mean raising it with the transgressor, or reporting the
behaviour to someone. This could include a fellow ANZIAM member, conference organiser, student
or ECR representative, or member of the ANZIAM Executive Committee.
ANZIAM conferences and other events endorsed or funded by ANZIAM are expected to post
this or a similar code of conduct prominently on their webpage, along with a list of people who can
be contacted by event participants who experience or witness harassment. Participants will be
required to agree to abide by the code of conduct as a condition of registration.
This code of conduct was developed by a group of ANZIAM members with reference to similar
policies adopted at other organisations, in particular Te Pūnaha Matatini, and the NZ Mathematical
Society and Conference Code of Conduct. Any ANZIAM members who wish to find out more about
the code of conduct are encouraged to contact one of the representatives listed above.
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5.

Treasurer’s Report 2017-2018
Auditors
The 2017-2018 ANZIAM accounts have been audited by the accounting firm Nexia Australia
(Brisbane Office). Their audit reports are attached. The report is presented in a slightly
different manner to my Income and Expenditure statement as it is audited in terms of
“accruals”.
Income
For the current financial year income was $79,391.47, compared with $53,767.64 for the
previous financial year. Returns from ANZIAM membership and AustMS subvention are
slightly down from the last financial year. We received a healthy return from the ANZIAM
2017 conference as well as a payment received from CUP for profits on the ANZIAM Journal.
This year there was slight increase in interest received from funds invested.
Expenditure
Actual expenditure for the financial year was $54,585.72, up from $50,982.20 in the previous
financial year. We allocated $16,825.00 to the ANZIAM Student Support Scheme. We also
allocated over $11,000 to support upcoming ANZIAM meetings and other national and
international mathematics meetings.
Student Support Scheme
Since the inception of this scheme, at the beginning of 2008, to date (30/6/18) approximately
$160,000 has been allocated to many students. The scheme was initiated from the generous
support of CSIRO, who contributed $120,000 over a period of eight years. At present, there
appears no reason why this scheme cannot continue into the future in its present form.
Summary
For the current financial year, we showed a net gain of $24,805.75, compared with a net gain
of $2,785.34 for the 2016/2017 financial year. The position of ANZIAM continues to be
financially secure, having in excess of $260,000 at its disposal.
Peter Johnston.
Treasurer.
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AUSTRALIAN & NEW ZEALAND INDUSTRIAL & APPLIED MATHEMATICS

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2018

2018
$

2017
$

INCOME
ANZIAM Conference Returns
Australian Mathematical Society Subvention
Members Subscriptions
AMSI Support - ECW
Share of ANZIAM Journal profit
Interest Income

34,602
11,569
9,765
5,253
13,916
3,374

25,696
11,962
10,125
4,214

78,479

51,997

990
5,000
5,000
6,500
16,865
7,149
7,000
903
4,272
509
30
423

825
935
5,000
2,500
6,726
12,770
14,000
980
1,374
494
2,926

54,641

48,530

23,838

3,467

EXPENDITURE
Audit fee - 2016
Audit fee - 2017
Audit fee - 2018
ANZIAM Allocation - Seed Funding
Branch allocations
Conference Support
ANZIAM Student Support
Early Career Workshop
AMSI Membership
ICIAM Board Meeting
Prizes & Expenses - ANZIAM
ICIAM dues
Sundry Expenses
Website Maintenance

Operating surplus

The accompanying notes form part of this financial report.
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AUSTRALIAN & NEW ZEALAND INDUSTRIAL & APPLIED MATHEMATICS
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 30 JUNE 2018

2018
$

2017
$

MEMBERS' FUNDS
270,055

246,217

260,340
705
10,000
271,045

235,534
1,618
10,000
247,152

271,045

247,152

LIABILITIES
Current
Accrued Expenses - Audit fee

990

935

TOTAL LIABILITIES

990

935

270,055

246,217

Accumulated funds at end of financial year

Represented by:
ASSETS
Current
Cash & bank balances
Receivables - Accrued interest
Prepayments - Seed funding

TOTAL ASSETS

NET ASSETS

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY AS AT 30 JUNE 2018
2018
$

2017
$

MEMBERS' FUNDS
Accumulated funds at start of financial year
Operating surplus
Accumulated funds at end of financial year

246,217

242,750

23,838

3,467

270,055

246,217

The accompanying notes form part of this financial report .
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AUSTRALIAN & NEW ZEALAND INDUSTRIAL & APPLIED MATHEMATICS
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2018

NOTE 1: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Financial Reporting Framework
The financial statements are special purpose financial statements prepared in order to satisfy the
financial reporting requirements of the Australian Mathematical Society Inc., ABN 80 494 677 202.
The sub-committee has determined that the branch is not a reporting entity.
Basis of accounting
The financial statements have been prepared on an accrual basis and are based on historical costs. They
do not take into account changing money values or, except where stated specifically, current valuations
of non-current assets.
The following significant accounting policies, which are consistent with the previous period unless
stated otherwise, have been adopted in the preparation of these financial statements.
Revenue
The entity’s main sources of revenue are funding from the Australian Mathematical Society, Profits
from ANZIAM Conference and profits from the sale of the Academic Journal.
Grant income is recognized when the entity obtains control over the funds, which is generally at the
time of receipt. If conditions are attached to the grant which must be satisfied before it is eligible to
retain the contribution, the recognition of the grant as revenue will be deferred until those conditions
are satisfied.
Other revenue amounts, including a share of profit from the ANZIAM Academic Journal, are
recognised when the entity has established the right to receive the income, which is generally at the
time of receipt.
Accounts Payable and Other Payables
Accounts payable and other payables represent the liability outstanding at the end of the reporting
period for goods and services received by the association during the reporting period that remain
unpaid. The balance is recognised as a current liability with the amounts normally paid within 30 days
of recognition of the liability.
Goods and Services Tax (GST)
The entity is not registered for GST & is not required to be registered for GST.
Income Tax
No provision for income tax has been raised as the Committee believes the entity is exempt from
income tax under Division 50 of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997.

NOTE 2: MORTGAGES, CHARGES AND SECURITIES
There are no mortgages, charges or securities against the property of the entity.
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AUSTRALIAN & NEW ZEALAND INDUSTRIAL & APPLIED MATHEMATICS
STATEMENT BY MEMBERS OF THE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

The Management Committee has determined that the entity is not a reporting entity and that this special
purpose financial report should be prepared in accordance with the accounting policies outlined in Note
1 to the financial statements.
In the opinion of the Committee the financial report:
1.

Presents fairly the financial position of Australian & New Zealand Industrial & Applied
Mathematics as at 30 June 2018 and its performance for the year ended on that date.

2.

At the date of this statement, there are reasonable grounds to believe that Australian & New
Zealand Industrial & Applied Mathematics will be able to pay its debts as and when they fall due.

This statement is made in accordance with a resolution of the Committee and is signed for and on
behalf of the Committee by:

.........................................................................................
Committee Member

(Treasurer)

Date:

18/1/19
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF AUSTRALIAN & NEW ZEALAND
INDUSTRIAL & APPLIED MATHEMATICS
Report on the Audit of the Financial Report

Opinion
We have audited the financial report, being a special purpose financial report, of Australia & New Zealand
Industrial & Applied Mathematics (the entity), which comprises the statement of financial position as at
30 June 2018, the income and expenditure statement and statement of changes in equity for the year
then ended, and notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies,
and the statement by members of the management committee.
In our opinion the financial report presents fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of Australia
& New Zealand Industrial & Applied Mathematics as at 30 June 2018 and of its financial performance for
the year then ended in accordance with the accounting policies described in Note 1 to the financial
statements.

Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. Our responsibilities under
those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report
section of our report. We are independent of the entity in accordance with the ethical requirements of
the Accounting Professional and Ethical Standards Board’s APES 110: Code of Ethics for Professional
Accountants (the Code) that are relevant to our audit of the financial report in Australia. We have also
fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the Code.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for
our opinion.

Emphasis of matter regarding basis of accounting
Without modifying our opinion, we draw attention to Note 1 to the financial report, which describes the
basis of accounting. The financial report has been prepared to assist Australia & New Zealand Industrial
& Applied Mathematics to meet the financial reporting requirements of the Australian Mathematical
Society Inc. As a result, the financial report may not be suitable for another purpose. Our opinion is not
modified in respect of this matter.

Responsibilities of the Management Committee and Those Charged with Governance for the
Financial Report
The management committee is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial
report in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards, and for such internal control as the
management committee determines is necessary to enable the preparation of the financial report that is
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF AUSTRALIAN & NEW ZEALAND
INDUSTRIAL & APPLIED MATHEMATICS (CONTINUED)
In preparing the financial report, the management committee is responsible for assessing the entity’s
ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters relating to going concern and
using the going concern basis of accounting unless the management committee either intends to liquidate
the entity or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so.

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial report as a whole is free
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes
our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit
conducted in accordance with the Australian Auditing Standards will always detect a material
misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if,
individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions
of users taken on the basis of this financial report.
As part of an audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards, we exercise professional judgement
and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also:
–

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether due to
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit
evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not
detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error,
as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override
of internal control.

–

Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control.

–

Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by the management committee.

–

Conclude on the appropriateness of the management committee’s use of the going concern basis
of accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists
related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the entity’s ability to continue
as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw
attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial report or, if such
disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit
evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions
may cause the entity to cease to continue as a going concern.

–

Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial report, including the
disclosures, and whether the financial report represents the underlying transactions and events
in a manner that achieves fair presentation.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF AUSTRALIAN & NEW ZEALAND
INDUSTRIAL & APPLIED MATHEMATICS (CONTINUED)
We communicate with the management committee regarding, among other matters, the planned scope
and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal
control that we identify during our audit.

Nexia Brisbane Audit Pty Ltd

A-M Robertson
Director
Level 28, 10 Eagle Street
BRISBANE QLD 4000
Date: 18 January 2019
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Income and Expenditure Statement
Period
1/7/16 - 30/6/17
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

232,748.90

Period
1/7/17 - 30/6/18
BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD

RECEIPTS
10,125.00
Membership subscriptions
11,962.12 Australian Mathematics Society subvention
25,696.40
Returns from conferences
11.88
Interest received - CBA 10203538
3,585.14
Interest received - CBA Term Deposits
ECW support from AMSI
2,387.10
ZPAMS Refund
Journal Profits
Total Income for Financial Year

$

235,534.24

$
$
$

9,765.00
11,568.64
34,602.17

$
$

4,286.90
5,252.89

$

13,915.87

$

79,391.47

$
$
$
$
$

5,000.00
508.55
902.70
11,500.00
3,072.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

935.00
16,825.00
7,000.00
1,200.00
7,148.97
493.50

$

53,767.64

$
$
$
$
$

2,500.00
493.85
980.55
15,113.00
65.90

$
$
$
$

825.00
12,770.00
14,000.00
1,200.00

$

3,034.00

EXPENDITURE
Branch allocations
Annual ICIAM Dues
ICIAM Board meeting
Allocation to ANZIAM meetings
Medals
Banking charges
Audit expenses
Student travel support
AMSI Membership
Cherry Prizes
Early Career Workshop
Miscellaneous

$

50,982.30

Total Expenditure for Financial Year

$

54,585.72

$

2,785.34

Net Gain for Financial Year

$

24,805.75

$

235,534.24

CLOSING BALANCE

$

260,339.99

CURRENT ASSETS - CASH
$ 184,909.70
$ 50,624.54
$

235,534.24

Cash at bank - CBA Term Deposits
Cash at bank - CBA 10203538
Total Current Assets

$ 189,196.60
$ 71,143.39
$

260,339.99
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6.
Report on ANZIAM journal – ANZIAM 2019
The ANZIAM journal continues to run well and is currently up to date. Unfortunately
there was some drop in our impact factor over this year. The impact factor has dropped
from at 0.9, ranked 130 out of 255 of journals in applied mathematics (Clarivate
Analytics) for 2016 to 0.554, ranked 222 out of 252 for 2017/2018. One reason for this is
the increase in published papers, i.e. an increase in the numerator. The 5-year impact
factor has also dropped to 0.8. We continue to monitor this, but are very hopeful that
these numbers will improve with the publication of the special issue on Mathematical
Biology and a nice review article by Trefethen.
The reach of the journal has increased from 2,534 consortia customers in 2016 to 8,456
consortia customers in 2017. The reason for this is due to changes in the CUP aid and
donation schemes. There has been a slight decrease in traditional subscriptions, but
overall the journal has held up well.
In the year 2017 there were around 160 submissions to the e- and paper journal of which
50 made it to peer review – the others were rejected immediately as being unsuitable or
of insufficient standard by the Editors (or in some cases the AEs) or are yet to complete
the review process. Of those reviewed, around 20% were accepted. Average review
times were about 125 days and time to publication averaged just under one year –
although many were published online before that date. Numbers for 2018 are still
preliminary and many submitted papers are still in review, but there seems to be an
improvement in these numbers across the board, with shorter turnaround times and a
slightly higher acceptance rate.
The series of papers by the ANZIAM medallists has slowed due to a tardy response by
the medallists. However, we have just commissioned a “virtual special issue” of the
ANZIAM Medallist papers that will appear on the CUP web page and it is hoped this will
generate further interest.
A special issue in Mathematical Biology, led by Ed Green from the University of
Adelaide, has appeared and contains with some high quality articles that we hope will
improve the take-up of the journal.
This year we are pleased to welcome Yvonne Stokes (Adelaide University), Amie
Albrecht (UniSA) and Mary Myerscough (Sydney) to the editorial board. After many
years of high quality service, Kok Lay Teo (Curtin University) has resigned from the
editorial board and we thank him for his excellent service.
Our relationship with CUP continues to be strong. Kathleen Too has been filling in for
Samira Ceccarelli in her position of overseeing the ANZIAM Journal. CUP has
introduced a new platform this year. This seems to be running smoothly so far. CUP
continue to provide marketing support for the journals and keep us up to date with
progress in the journal usage. A visit to the ANZIAM journal web page on Cambridge
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Core is worthwhile. The page is professional and contains links to various AustMS sites
and the Facebook page with conference information.
This year we awarded the Mahony-Neumann-Room Prize for best paper in the last 6
years. This prize rotates between the 3 journals of AustMS and the ANZIAM Journal
was due for 2018.
A short list and some advertising via the Cambridge Core blog lead up to the final
announcement. The winners were announced at the Australian Mathematical Society
Annual meeting in Adelaide in December;
• FORBES, L. (2014). ON TURBULENCE MODELLING AND THE TRANSITION FROM
LAMINAR TO TURBULENT FLOW. The ANZIAM Journal, 56(1), 28-47.
doi:10.1017/S1446181114000224
• ARAGÓN ARTACHO, F., BORWEIN, J., & TAM, M. (2014).
DOUGLAS–RACHFORD FEASIBILITY METHODS FOR MATRIX COMPLETION PROBLEMS.
The ANZIAM Journal, 55(4), 299-326. doi:10.1017/S1446181114000145
A one day workshop on the future of publishing was held in Cambridge in early
November and attended by representatives from many learned societies. Hocking
attended representing the Aust MS. There was considerable discussion about the future
exposure of learned societies to open access publishing. Uptake of open access is
minimal in all of our journals, but we do need to be mindful of what will happen in future
given the European community making open access desirable for all research funded by
funding bodies. However, this does not represent a large portion of research and there is
no indication of this spreading to the USA or China.
We would also like to express our thanks to the Associate Editors, the Copy-editors, CUP
and all of the reviewers who have contributed this year. In particular, Nandita Rath
should be singled out for her excellent work that has again allowed the journal to run
smoothly.
Andrew Bassom and Graeme Hocking
Co-Editors (ANZIAM Journal)
8 January, 2019
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7. a)
ACT Branch of ANZIAM – 2018 Annual Report
Prepared by Jason Sharples, Chair.
ACT Branch members were involved in various activities in 2018, most notably the CTAC and EMAC
conferences.

AGM:
No AGM was held in 2018 – this was due to the unavailability of the Chair who was consumed with
other duties such as ARC College commitments. A new Chair and other executive members will be
elected at the AGM to be held in early 2019.

The current executive committee members are (as per 2018):
Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Committee members:

Jason Sharples, UNSW
Rachael Griffiths, UNSW (now Uni. Adelaide)
Stephen Roberts, ANU
Rowena Ball, ANU
Zlatko Jovanoski, ANU
Isaac Towers, UNSW
Chad Anderson, UNSW

Financial report:
The ACT branch has an account balance of $2726.35.
The ACT branch will request $500 subvention from ANZIAM to support the proposed activities for
2019.
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7. b)
Chair’s report – November 2018
NZ Branch of ANZIAM Incorporated
2018 has been another year of smooth running of ANZIAM NZ, thanks to the attentions of
Mike Plank and Robert McKibbin as Secretary and Chair.
In April this year we announced the Esmae Emerson and Simon Crase Bequest for the
Application of Mathematics. Esmae and Simon have generously bequethed a substantial sum
of money to be used to support postgraduate scholarships in applied mathematics. Both
Esmae and Simon have degrees in mathematics and both have gone on to apply mathematics
in novel fields; Esmae in natural language translation software and Simon in artificial
intelligence in banking and software for devices. Thanks to Mike Plank and Graeme Wake for
their work in facilitating the establishment of the bequest. We have invited Esmae and Simon
to attend the ANZIAM conference dinner in Nelson, so this will hopefully be an opportunity
for many of out members to meet with them.
The MINZ study group had another successful year, under the directorship of Mark
McGuinness. Since the re-introduction of the study groups in NZ, by Graeme Wake, in 2015,
MINZ is now well established and continues to provide a venue for putting NZ (and
occasionally Australian) businesses in contact with mathematicians and statisticians to work
on industrial problems. A particular value of these events is the opportunity for students to
engage with applications of mathematics, outside of an academic context. Most of our
graduates won’t end up employed in academic positions and the MINZ events are an
important way for ANZIAM NZ to support them in forming relationships with industry.
One consequence of the success of MINZ is that KiwiNet, who have supported and facilited
MINZ through the initial years, would now like to see MINZ move to a more permanent
(virtual?) home. While there isn’t a fixed timeline for when MINZ will no longer be able to use
KiwiNet for logistical and administartive support, it is something that we need to be planning
for. There are various possibilities for this, including bringing MINZ more under the direct
operation of ANZIAM NZ. If you have ideas, please talk to either me or Mark McGuinness. And
if you haven’t been involved in a MINZ Study Group yet, I encourage you to attend in 2019.
This year we have continued to support students with travel grants and are continuing to
offer grants-in-aid to assist members with caregiving responiibilities to participate in events
like conferences.
Finally, the ANZIAM 2019 conference is coming up and will be held in Nelson, February 3rd to
7th. Thanks again to Mike Plank and Mark McGuinness and the rest of the organising
committee for what I am sure will be an excellent event.
I hope to see as many of you as possible in Nelson!
Ngā mihi nui,
Dion O’Neale
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New Zealand Branch of ANZIAM Inc., Treasurer's Report

2018

The budgeted amounts are listed in the second column in italics (brackets indicate
expenditure). The budget includes items outstanding at the last balance date, and which
have now come to account. [All figures are correct to my best knowledge – RMcK]
New Zealand Branch of ANZIAM account (BNZ) (-83 account)
Description
Balance at 30/11/17

Budget
(22/03/18)

Expenditure

7,390

Interest 30/11/17 – 26/11/18
Tax on interest
Bank fees

20
(20)

Tax refund (ex IRD)
Transfer tax refund proportion
(2018) to Butcher a/c
Subs ex NZMS (2018, so far)

250
(220)

Balances
7,386.19

1.90
0.52
10.00
173.94
173.17

1,100

1,192.00

Student conf. support 2018
Caregiver support 2018
NZMAST PG Conf. 2018
MWAM-2017
Appl. Maths Days 2018
NZMS Colloquium 2017
(ANZIAM Speaker)
NZMS Colloquium 2018
(ANZIAM Speaker)
NZMC 2017 Poster Prize
($200 + a "little something")
NZMC 2018 Poster Prize
($200 + a "little something")
ANZIAM 2019 AGM lunches
ANZIAM 2019 AGM lunches
uncashed
ANZIAM 2019 Dinner
sponsorship

(2,500)
(500)
(400)
(500)
(800)

2,010.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
400.00

(800)

800.00

(800)

800.00

(220)

222.49

(230)

0.00

Totals

(5,620)

Balance at 26/11/18

Income

228.27
(228.27)
300.00

1,770

4,716.18

1,367.84

(3.348.34)
4,037.85

We, as a non-profit body successfully claimed a full refund of tax paid. Tax
assessments and refunds are based on the tax year (ending 31 March), while our
accounts are based on a date just shortly before the AGM.
NZMS collects subscriptions for members who pay their ANZIAM fees as part of their
NZMS membership. Some NZMS-collected subscriptions for 2018 may still be due to
be transferred.
1
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We supported ANZAMP 2018. Funding of $500 for MWAM-17 was approved but did
not come to book. Also, the NZMAST PG Conf. 2018 amount was not asked for. The
2018 NZMSC Poster Prize will appear in the 2019 accounts. Unbudgetted amounts:
lunches at the 2019 ANZIAM AGM; sponsorship of dinners for two legacy donors.
Branch (paid-up or free) membership numbers from the NZMS membership files as at
11/18 (2017 numbers in brackets): 96 (95) in total, with 63 (62) Full members + 5 (5)
Life members + 31 (28) Student members.
The other accounts that the Branch maintains are those for the Butcher Prize. A
summary statement is provided below.
Butcher Prize accounts 2018
Description

Expenditure

Income

Total balance at 30/11/17

Balances
19,318.72

Rapid Save Account (-97 account)
Balance at 30/11/17
Interest 30/11/17 – 26/11/18
Tax on interest
Transfer tax refund proportion
(2018) from Branch a/c
Interest on Term Deposit
Tax on interest from TD
Top-up Term Deposit

356.13
0.61
0.17
173.17
616.28
172.55
600.00

Totals

(772.72)

790.06

Balance at 26/11/18

373.47

Term Deposit
$19.562.59 has been re-invested for
1 year from 3/5/18 @ 3.50% p.a. to
mature on 3/5/19

19,562.19

Total balance at 26/11/18

19,936.06

Interest on the Term Deposit will be paid at maturity (3/5/19). Note: It has now become
better to invest for 1-year periods because of the tax exemption, to ensure that our tax
obligations for a single year drops below the $1,000 threshold for tax payments.
e.&o.e.
Robert McKibbin
Treasurer, New Zealand Branch of ANZIAM Inc.
28 November 2018
Note: The 2017 Treasurer's Report is appended for information/comparison …

2
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New Zealand Branch of ANZIAM Inc., Treasurer's Report

2017

The budgeted amounts are listed in the second column in italics (brackets indicate
expenditure). The budget includes items outstanding at the last balance date, and which
have now come to account. [All figures are correct to my best knowledge – RMcK]
New Zealand Branch of ANZIAM account (BNZ) (-83 account)
Description
Balance at 29/11/16

Budget
(10/02/17)

Expenditure

8,530

Interest 29/11/16 – 30/11/17
Tax on interest
Bank fees

80
(50)

Tax refund (ex IRD)
Transfer tax refund proportion
(2017) to Butcher a/c
Subs ex NZMS (2017, so far)

250
(220)

5.09
1.44
10.00
226.26
216.55

1,100

1,248.00

(2,500)
(250)
(500)
(400)
(500)
(800)

1,000.00
250.00
0.00
400.00
500.00
0.00

(800)

0.00

(243)

242.79

(230)

0.00

Totals

(5,063)

2,620.78

3,467

Balances
8,527.62

Student conf. support 2017
Caregiver support 2016
Caregiver support 2017
NZMAST PG Conf. 2017
MWAM-2016
Appl. Maths Days 2017
NZMS Colloquium 2017
(ANZIAM Speaker)
NZMC 2016 Poster Prize
($200 + a "little something")
NZMC 2017 Poster Prize
($200 + a "little something")

Balance at 30/11/17

Income

1,479.35

(1,141.43)
7,386.19

We have an IRD number, and successfully claimed an income exemption on (interest)
earnings up to $1000 as a non-profit body. (The refund has been apportioned between
the Branch and the Butcher Prize accounts). With current interest income levels, we are
getting a full refund of tax paid. Tax assessments and refunds are based on the tax year
(ending 31 March), while our accounts are based on a date just shortly before the AGM.
Interest on the current account is much lower than budgeted for.
NZMS collects subscriptions for members who pay their ANZIAM fees as part of their
NZMS membership. Some NZMS-collected subscriptions for 2017 may still be due to
be transferred.
There was one 1-day meeting (e.g. Applied Maths Days) in 2016, MWAM-16. Funding
of $500 for MWAM-17 is approved but not yet come to book. The 2017 NZMSC
Poster Prize will appear in the 2018 accounts.
3
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Branch paid-up membership numbers from the NZMS membership files as at 6/11/17
(2016 numbers in brackets): 95 (89) in total, with 62 (57) Full members + 5 (4) Life
members + 28 (28) Student members. [There are 12 student members and 8 full
members from 2016 who have not rejoined; optimistically some previously-paid-up
members may still intend to pay.]
The other accounts that the Branch maintains are those for the Butcher Prize. A
summary statement is provided below.
Butcher Prize accounts 2017
Description

Expenditure

Income

Total balance at 29/11/16

Balances
19,512.67

Rapid Save Account (-97 account)
Balance at 29/11/16
Interest 29/11/16 – 30/11/17
Tax on interest
Transfer tax refund proportion
(2017) from Branch a/c
Interest on Term Deposit
Tax on interest from TD
Prize: Tim Jax (500 Euro)
Transfer fee

550.08
2.27
0.66
216.55
616.28
172.55
830.84
25.00

Totals

(1029.05)

Balance at 30/11/17

835.10
356.13

Term Deposit
$18,962.59 has been re-invested for
1 year from 3/5/17 @ 3.25% p.a. to
mature on 3/5/18

18,962.59

Total balance at 30/11/17

19,318.72

Interest on the Term Deposit will be paid at maturity (3/5/18). Note: It has now become
better to invest for 1-year periods because of the tax exemption, to ensure that our tax
obligations for a single year drops below the $1,000 threshold for tax payments.
e.&o.e.
Robert McKibbin
Treasurer, New Zealand Branch of ANZIAM Inc.
30 November 2017

4
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Minutes of the 2018 Annual General Meeting of the NZ Branch of ANZIAM Incorporated.
Held: 12.45pm Wednesday 5th December 2018, University of Otago room SDAV1, New Zealand
1. Present: Dion O’Neale (Chair); Mike Plank (Secretary); Boris Baeumer; Nicolette Rattenbury; Anna
Barry; Carlo Laing; Bernd Krauskopf; Joerg Hennig; Winston Sweatman; Catherine Hassell Sweatman;
Elle Musoke; Marie Graff; Florian Beyer; Muhammed Zubair Ali Moyhel; Tammy Lynch; Alona BenTal; Dominic Searles; Phil Wilson; Fabien Montiel; Vivien Kirk; Bruce van Brunt (21 members in total).
Apologies: Stephen Joe, John Harper, Emily Harvey, Graham Weir, Robert McKibbin, Luke Fullard,
Hinke Osinga, Mark McGuinness, Graeme Wake, John Butcher, Rua Murray, Mick Roberts.

2. Minutes from previous meeting.
Motion: That the Minutes of the 2017 AGM be accepted as a true and accurate record.
Moved: Mike Plank
seconded: Bernd Krauskopf
Carried: Unanimously
2.1 Matters arising from the minutes of the last AGM:
No matters arising
3. Chair’s report
Motion: That the Chair’s Report be accepted.
Moved: Dion O’Neale
seconded: Mike Plank

Carried: Unanimously

4. Treasurer’s report
Amendment: “ANZIAM 2019 AGM lunches” should say “ANZIAM 2018 AGM lunches”
Motion: That the amended version of the Treasurer’s Report be accepted.
Moved: Dion O’Neale
seconded: Nicolette Rattenbury
Carried: Unanimously

5. MINZ2018 report
Bruce van Brunt: where will MINZ be held next year?
Alona Ben-Tal: It will be organised by Engineering Science at University of Auckland

6. Election of committee members
6.1 Luke Fullard ended his term as ordinary member, and was nominated to serve another three-year term
Moved: Dion O’Neale
seconded: Tammy Lynch
The nomination was declared to be elected unopposed.
The current members of the Executive Committee are (the brackets indicate the end of term):
 Chair: Dion O'Neale, University of Auckland, (2019)
 Secretary: Mike Plank, Canterbury University, (2019)
 Treasurer: Robert McKibbin, Massey University, Albany (2020)
Committee:
 Emily Harvey, Market Economics, Auckland (2020)
 Julie Mugford, University of Canterbury (2020)
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Anna Barry, University of Auckland, (2019)
Boris Baeumer, Otago University, (2019)
Luke Fullard, Massey University (2021)

7. General business
 Mike Plank answered questions about the 2019 ANZIAM conference to be held at the Rutherford
Hotel in Nelson, 3-7 Feb 2019. Abstract submission deadline is 14 December 2018.
 Several people raised the point that it has become very expensive to attend ANZIAM.

The meeting closed at 12.57pm
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7. c)

1

Report on the NSW ANZIAM Branch

1.1

Report on NSW ANZIAM Branch Meeting 2018

In 2018 the NSW ANZIAM branch held a two-day meeting at the University of Newcastle City
Campus on Monday 19th and Tuesday 20th November. The presentations were held in a very
nice modern lecture theatre. This had two screens behind the presenter and screens on the walls
to the left and the right. The pews were circular arcs, creating an arena in which the speaker
could move into to be surrounded by the audience on two sides. The room arrangement allowed
a speaker facing one-half of the audience to see their slides without having to twist their neck.
Furthermore, for some of the audience it was more convenient to face straight ahead and see
the screen on the opposite wall, rather to orientate towards the screens behind the computer.
Twenty-four delegates attended the meeting: 24 from NSW (UNC 9, UOW 7, UNSW 3, UNE
1, MQU 1), one from the ACT (ANU 1), one from South Australia (UAD 1), and one other attended. The low turn-out from the ACT was attributed to CITAC being organised in Newcastle
the following week.
There were four invited speakers (a branch record):
• Dr Deborah Cromer (UNSW)
Using Mathematical Modelling to understand HIV reactivation.
• Dr Elena Levchenko (UNC)
Statistical mechanical analysis of diffusion kinetics in liquid alloys.
• Dr Marianito Rodrigo (UOW)
Revisiting the time-fractional diffusion-wave equation.
• A/Prof Linda Stals (ANU)
Multilevel methods for the thin-plate spline saddle point problem.
A/Prof Linda Stals annotated her PDF during the course of their presentation. One of the
students, attempting to use the whiteboard during their presentation, unfortunately ended up
annotating the projector screen by accident.
In all there were 17 talks (including the plenary presentations), including five from students.
The Mercer prize for the best student presentation was given to Mr Benjamin Maldon, a PhD
student from the University of Newcastle, who talked on “Modelling dye-sensitized solar cells
by nonlinear diffusion”. (When the NSW and ACT ANZIAM branches hold a joint meeting
the prize for the best student presentation is called the Mercer Prize). Ben received a $100 gift
voucher. This is the second time that Ben has received the award, he also won in 2017, making
him only the second person to win the best student presentation on two occasions.
The prize for the best student presentation was judged by Dr Maureen Edwards (UOW) and Dr
Barry Cox (UAD). Barry won the prize for the best student presentation at the 2006 meeting,
making this the second time that a former winner judged the prize.
The registration fees charged are shown in table 1.
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Full Fee.
$50
ANZIAM member.
$50
ANZIAM Student giving a presentation
$0
ANZIAM student not giving a presentation $25
Student not a member of ANZIAM
$50
Table 1: Registration fees charged for NSW ANZIAM branch meeting.

Figure 1: Downing a few drinks after the end of the branch meeting: Xiao-ping Lu (UOW),
Maureen Edwards (UOW), Barry Cox (UAD), Mike Meylan (UNC), Christopher Lustri (MQU),
and Marianito Rodrigo (UOW). Photographer: Natalie Thamwattana (UNC).
The registration fee covered afternoon tea (Monday), the conference dinner (but no drinks),
morning tea (Tuesday) and lunch (Tuesday). The conference dinner was held in a private room
at Scratchleys on the Wharf. The venue not only provided excellent views of Newcastle Harbour
but the nicest NSW ANZIAM conference meal that anyone could remember.
The organising committee for the meeting was Professor Natalie Thamwattana (UNC), A/Prof
Mark Nelson (UOW), Dr Christopher Lustri (MQU), Dr David Allingham (UNC) and Mrs
Juliane Turner (UNC).
Funding for the mini-meeting was provided by NSW ANZIAM, CARMA, and the University
of Newcastle.
Figure 1 shows a few delegates relaxing after the close of the meeting.
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1.2

NSW ANZIAM AGM

The NSW branch of ANZIAM held its AGM on Monday 19th November, following the final
presentation of the day. At the start of the meeting the NSW ANZIAM Chair (Professor
Thamwattana) asked A/P Nelson to chair the meeting.
1. In response to a question as to who was allowed to take part in the meeting, the AGM
chair stated that all ANZIAM members who usually reside in NSW are considered to be
members of the branch.
However, all delegates attending the meeting were welcome to attend the AGM (regardless
of whether they are members of ANZIAM). However, such persons would not be eligible
to vote (if a vote were called). Such persons were asked to contain their disappointment
at not being able to vote.
It was pointed out that non-members of the NSW ANZIAM branch are eligible to stand
for election. Indeed, membership of ANZIAM is not required. (However, 50% of the
committee must be members of both ANZIAM and the branch).
In response to a question from the floor, it was noted that the AGM was specifically the
AGM of the NSW ANZIAM branch not the ACT ANZIAM branch.
2. The following were elected onto the executive committee for 2018.
President: Dr David Khoury (Kirby Institute, UNSW)
Treasurer: Dr Martin Wechselberger (UoS).
Secretary: Dr Christopher Lustri (MQU).
Ordinary Committee Members: Dr Elena Levchenko (UNC), Dr Xiao-Ping Lu (UOW),
A/Prof Mark Nelson (UOW), Professor Ngamta (Natalie) Thamwattana (UNC).
Following the election of the new committee the meeting was opened up for discussion.
3. Dr David Khoury (UNSW) offered to investigate the possibility of holding the 2019 branch
meeting at UNSW (possible at the Kirby Institute).
4. Dr David Khoury (UNSW) announced that he had been nominated for the position of
NSW representative on the ANZIAM executive. Although he welcomed questions and
suggestions, none were forthcoming.
5. There was some discussion regarding the anticipated forthcoming code of conduct guidelines which are being developed by the ANZIAM executive. These are expected to be
compulsory for all future branch meetings. It was decided that little could be said since
the guidelines have not been revealed.
It is believed that registering for the next NSW ANZIAM branch meeting will be considered to be a de factor acceptance to abide by the guidelines.
6. A NSW ANZIAM member who was unable to attend the branch meeting had emailed a
suggestion that presentations at future meetings be made available over the internet. A
lively discussion followed. The following points were made against the suggestion:
• we want to encourage members to attend the meeting in person to allow for networking and discussion;
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• not all speakers would agree to have their presentations broadcast;
• the likely interest in viewing such presentations would be very small;
• a requirement to make presentations available on the internet could restrict the
choice of venue.
7. Professor Natalie Thamwattana (UNC) announced that the 2020 MISG will be run at
the University of Newcastle the week before the 2020 ANZIAM (to be held in the Hunter
Valley). Members of the branch were alerted to the fact that their assistance would be
greatly appreciated.

1.3

Workshop on “Mathematical Modelling in Biology and Medicine”

On Wednesday 28th November 2018 a one-day workshop was organised at the University of
Wollongong on the topic of “Mathematical Modelling in Biology and Medicine”. The NSW
ANZIAM branch provided $400 to cover the costs of providing lunch and afternoon tea for the
delegates.
The meeting attracted approximately thirty delegates. The atrocious heavy rain (with public
warnings not to travel to Wollongong on public transport) undoubtedly deterred a number of
of the registered delegates from attending.
There were three invited speakers, and an additional twelve presentations which included seven
by students. There were seven presenters from the University of Wollongong, four from the
University of Sydney and two each from the University of New South Wales and the University
of Notre Dame.
The prize for the best student presentation was judged by the three invited speakers. This was
awarded to Ms Timia Osman (Centre for Medical Radiation Physics, UOW) for her presentation
on “3D probability driven random walk segmentation with automated seed selection for the
delineation of PET volumes”. This is the second time that Mia has won the prize.
Figure 2 shows some of the attendees at the workshop.

1.4

Financial Report

Table 2 provide income and debits on the NSW ANZIAM account since ANZIAM 2018.
The NSW ANZIAM branch requests $2190 towards expenses in 2019.

Dr M.I. Nelson, University of Wollongong
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Figure 2: A selection of the speakers, organisers, and a few attendees at the 4th Mathematical
Modelling in Biology and Medicine Workshop. One point for each person you can name.

Opening Balance
Subvention from ANZIAM (2018)
Total Funds

$1866.48
$ 950.00
$2816.48

Expenses

$ 400 (2018 Mathematical Modelling workshop)
$ 100 (2017 Workshop, best student speaker prize)
$1690 (NSW ANZIAM branch meeting 2018)

End-of-year balance

$ 626.48

Table 2: Finance statement for the period February 2018 to February 2019.
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7. d)
Queensland Report 21/1/2019
QANZIAM has not carried out any formal activities in 2018. There is support to hold an annual 1‐2
day meeting in a region in Brisbane in the middle of 2019. At present we lack a formal method for
contacting Queensland members of ANZIAM, and this has made it difficult to deal with coordinating
times for potential meetings. My understanding is that work is underway to establish an e‐mail list
of QANZIAM members and I hope that this will be finalised at the 2019 meeting in Nelson. A new
ordinary member will be elected at the 2019 meeting.
Matthew Simpson, QUT
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7. e)

South Australian Branch of ANZIAM
2018 Annual Report
During 2018 the South Australian Branch of ANZIAM main activity was the SA ANZIAM Branch
mini-meeting held in November 2018.
SA ANZIAM Branch mini-meeting
The SA ANZIAM Branch mini-meeting was held at the Kent Town Hotel in Kent Town on Friday 16
November 2018. The meeting started at 10am and concluded with dinner at the Est Pizzeria.
Participants paid a registration fee of $70 (member), $80 (non-members), or $20 (students), which
included morning and afternoon teas, and lunch and dinner. The SA Branch subsidised the cost of the
mini-meeting, with a portion of students’ registration being covered from branch funds. There were
19 registered participants, from the University of South Australia, University of Adelaide and Flinders
University (7 students). The SA ANZIAM invited speaker for 2018 was Dr Iwan Jensen from Flinders
University who spoke on ‘Statistical mechanics and mathematical modelling’. In total there were 10
talks, 6 of which were presented by PhD students. The prize for the best presentation by a student was
shared between Hansani Kankanamalage (University of South Australia) and Alex Tam (University of
Adelaide).
SA ANZIAM Branch activities in 2019
The SA ANZIAM Branch requests $1000 towards 2019 activities.
Following the success of previous SA ANZIAM branch mini-meetings, we intend to continue this
tradition by hosting the mini-meeting again in 2019. The costs will include venue hire for the talks,
morning/afternoon tea, lunch, and dinner.
Office holders
Elections were held for the officers of the branch following this year’s mini-meeting. A new
committee was elected:
Chair: A/Prof Murk Bottema (Flinders)
Treasurer: Dr Andrew Black (Adelaide)
Secretary: Dr Mike Chen (Adelaide)
Committee Members: Dr Ed Green (Adelaide), Dr Barry Cox (Adelaide),
Dr Amie Albrecht (UniSA), Dr Bronwyn Hajek, (UniSA)
A/Prof Murk Bottema is SA representative to the ANZIAM Executive.

Murk Bottema
SA representative to ANZIAM Executive
Chair SA-ANZIAM branch
Flinders University
South Australia
murk.bottema@flinders.edu.au
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7. g)

ANZIAM Victorian Branch Meeting
A meeting of the Victorian Branch of ANZIAM was held from 5.30 - 8 pm on
Monday 26th November 2018 in the Staff Tea Room, School of Mathematics
and Statistics, the University of Melbourne.

1. Present
Christian Thomas (Monash University) — President
Sue Ann Chen (IBM Research) — Treasurer, minutes
James McCaw (University of Melbourne)
Phil Broadbridge (La Trobe University)
Barry Hughes (University of Melbourne)
Ozge Ozcakir (Monash University)
Claire Reeves (AGL)
Jennifer Flegg (University of Melbourne)
Michael Page (Monash University)
Philip Hall (Monash University)
Sergey Suslov (Swinburne University)
Sergio Cuevas (National Autonomous University of Mexico)

2. Apologies
Simon Clarke (Monash University)
Rebecca Chisholm (University of Melbourne)

3. President’s report (Christian Thomas)
The purpose of this meeting is to:
• Discuss possible events that the Victorian branch can run.
• Discuss updates on the 2021 ANZIAM conference that will be hosted by the
Victorian branch.
• Announce the newly elected branch representative at the national executive
committee.

2018 VICTORIAN BRANCH REPORT
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Past events include:
• Four social functions (including three seminars) were held at the University
of Melbourne in 2018.
1. Wednesday 2nd May. A new Chair was elected to take over from Melanie
Roberts who undertook a new job in Brisbane. Christian Thomas
(Monash University) was elected. The Victorian branch would like to
thank Melanie for her enthusiasm in organising the meetings during her
time as Chair.
2. Wednesday 18th July. Seminar given by Christian Thomas (Monash
University).
3. Thursday 4th October. Seminar given by Rebecca Chisholm (The
University of Melbourne).
4. Monday 26th November. AGM and seminar given by Sergio Cuevas
(National Autonomous University of Mexico) & Sergey Suslov
(Swinburne University of Technology).
Following the current branch representative’s end of 2-year term on the national
executive committee, Mark Flegg was nominated and elected as the new
Victorian branch representative on the executive committee.
We thank the School of Mathematics and Statistics at the University of
Melbourne for hosting the seminars and meetings throughout the year. In
particular, we thank Christine Mangelsdorf for her help in running these events.

4. Possible events
In 2019, the branch plans to continue with a series of seminars. Several ideas for
future presenters were suggested.
• A focus on those researchers based in Melbourne to encourage closer
collaboration and links amongst the local Universities.
• Given the interest in talks from industry, the branch hopes to have presenters
from different industrial sectors.
• Current PhD students and postdoctoral researchers will be encouraged to give
15-20 minute presentations, with 2-3 per meeting.
• Former students to present, providing career path suggestions for current
students.
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5. Upcoming ANZIAM conference in 2021
The Victorian branch will be hosting the national conference in 2021. Prof.
James McCaw, who is the chair of the conference, provided an update on the
conference venues. Possible conference venues include Lorne, Bendigo, Ballarat,
Mornington Peninsula and Yarra Valley. A planning committee will be formed
to discuss venue locations, conference requirements and costs.

6. Funding
Following the discussion of the possible events that the branch may host in the
coming year as well as the future 2021 conference in Victoria, the branch
requests:
• $500 for car hire to scout for possible conference venues.
• $750 for future social events and seminars.

7. Re-election of committee for 2019
An election was held for the 2019 ANZIAM Victorian Branch committee. The
following people were nominated and elected unopposed.
Christian Thomas - President
Sue Ann Chen - Treasurer
Mark Flegg - Victorian representative on the National ANZIAM
committee for 2019 - 2020
Philip Broadbridge - General member
Simon Clarke - General member
Christine Mangelsdorf - General member
Sergey Suslov - General member
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The Australian Mathematical Society
ANZIAM - Victorian Branch
Statement of Income and Expenditure for 1st January 2018 to 31st December 2018

Opening Balance
Income
Bank Interest
Grant from ANZIAM Executive
Total
Expenditure
Catering for ANZIAM Victorian Branch event
(University of Melbourne, 2 May 2018)
Catering for ANZIAM Victorian Branch event
(University of Melbourne, 17 July 2018)
Catering for ANZIAM Victorian Branch event
(University of Melbourne, 4 October 2018)
Catering for ANZIAM Victorian Branch AGM
(University of Melbourne, 26 November 2018)
Total
Commitments
Total
Closing Balance

$582.99
$0.00
$750.00
$750.00
($59.65)
($103.13)
($148.00)
($163.74)
($474.52)
$0.00
$858.47

All funds are held in a ‘Society Cheque Account’ numbered (06 3408) 1108
0042 at the Commonwealth Bank, Monash University Branch, Clayton,
Victoria.
This represents a true and accurate account of the transactions of the ANZIAM
Victorian Branch for the year 2018.

Dr Sue Ann Chen
Treasurer, ANZIAM — Victorian Branch
31st December 2018
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Abstracts of Invited Speakers
Dr. Christian Thomas
Effect of deformations on the flow over a ringwing
Deformations on a wing surface can bring about significant changes in flight performance
characteristics. The ability to accurately predict laminar-turbulent transition processes is
fundamental to improving the design of future aircraft. Several numerical methods are
introduced and applied to a model airfoil with small indentations that are sufficient to
establish separated flow and enhance boundary layer instability.

Dr. Rebecca Chisholm
Understanding the evolution of pathogens using mechanistic mathematical
models
Advances in many fields of biology have been driven by synthesising evidence from
experiments, observations and mathematical modelling. This approach is particularly
important for studying the evolution of pathogens due in part to the complexity of host
population-level processes, which are driven by dynamics that occur within and between
hosts, and due to the long time scales over which evolutionary processes may occur. In this
seminar, I will describe two pieces of work where we used mathematical models to act as
“proof-of-concept” tests of the logic in hypotheses about the evolution of two important
human pathogens. The first hypothesis is supported by a synthesis of evidence from
epidemiology, evolutionary genetics, and paleoanthropology and relates to the conditions that
precipitated the evolutionary emergence of tuberculosis in early human populations in Africa
over 70,000 years ago. The second hypothesis is based on anecdotal evidence that suggests
chronically-infected immunocompromised hosts are key sources of genetic variation in
norovirus populations.

Prof. Sergio Cuevas & Prof. Sergey Suslov
Surprises in swirling electromagnetically driven flows: physical experiments and
mathematical modelling

Swirling flows are found in many technological applications as well as in a wide range of
natural phenomena. They are a part of mixing protocols of many basic operations in food,
paint, chemical and material processing industries. In the astrophysical and planetary
contexts, thin rotating disks of gas and dust, known as accretion disks, play a fundamental
role in the formation and evolution of stars, galaxies, and planetary systems. At the
geophysical scale, swirling flows constitute the core of global environmental phenomena such
as tropical cyclones. Although modeling of environmental flows in laboratory conditions is a
big challenge, swirling flows in shallow annular containers offer the possibility of reproducing
structures similar to those found in large-scale applications. Experimentally, such flows are
created by the action of an azimuthal electromagnetic force arising as a result of the
interaction of a magnetic field created by a permanent magnet and a current flowing through
the fluid. Our experiments show that the so-created flows are subject to instabilities taking the
form of travelling vortices arising near the outer edge of the container. However, despite the
perceived simplicity of the flow set-up, surprisingly, a careless attempt of mathematical
modelling of such vortices encounters unexpected difficulties. It predicts the appearance of
instabilities at the location different to that of experimentally observed vortices. In this talk
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both the experimental techniques used to visualise the vortex formation in electromagnetically
driven annular flows and the appropriate mathematical treatment enabling one to resolve the
above paradox will be discussed.

Dr. Christian Thomas
President, ANZIAM — Victorian Branch
28th November 2018
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7. h)
Report of WA Branch of ANZIAM for 2018
We have had another steady year in Western Australia with 4 meetings and some interesting
talks.
Details of all seminars are available at https://sites.google.com/site/anziamwabranch/home/
•

Tuesday, Feb 27, 2018, John Knight, QUT and CSIRO, “Some unknown applied
mathematical work by Lewis Fry Richardson in numerical analysis, and in soil heat and
moisture movement”



Tuesday, April 3, 2018 – Iain Moyles, University of Limerick, Ireland. “Asymptotic
Reduction of a Porous Electrode Model for Lithium-Ion Batteries”



Tuesday, August 28, 2018 – Muhammad Kamran, Curtin University of Technology,
“Chemical reaction and Newtonian heating effects on steady convection flow of a
micropolar fluid with second order slip at the boundary”



Tuesday, November 27, 2018 – Mash-up of talks by members on their current
research interest.

This final meeting was held in conjunction with the AGM. We have used most of our funds
and hence have requested a small amount to continue our activities in 2019. We only ask for
an $800 contribution from ANZIAM this year. The treasurer's report is below.
The Executive was elected at the AGM on Tuesday, November 27, 2018;
CHAIR - Graeme Hocking
SECRETARY – Neville Fowkes
TREASURER – Des Hill
EXECUTIVE - Grant Keady(Web), Duncan Farrow, Miccal Matthews
National Executive Representative – Brendon Florio
Treasurers report (prepared by Des Hill)
INCOME:
Carry over from 2017
ANZIAM allocation
TOTAL

$
$
$

196.30
800.00
996.30

EXPENDITURE:
Seminars/Meetings 1-4
(Wine and Cheese, speakers expenses etc.)

$ 612.00

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

$ 612.00

BALANCE

$ 384.30

Report prepared by;
Graeme Hocking, Chair, WA Branch

8 January, 2019
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7. i)
2019 ANZIAM Executive Meeting – Report from the CMG.
Activities:
As usual, our members were involved in various scientific events this year. A special session titled
“Computational Mathematics” in the 2018 annual meeting of the Australian Mathematical Society was
organized at University of Adelaide in Adelaide. This year we had 12 speakers among them were two
PhD students. The keynote speaker was A/Prof Jerome Droniou from Monash University. We had an
audience of average 10 to 12 people in each of these presentations.

CTAC18
The 19th CTAC, the biennial CMG conference, was held at the Newcastle City Hall from 27 to 30
November 2018. The conference was hosted by the Priority Research Centre for Computer-Assisted
Mathematics and Applications of the University of Newcastle.
1. CTAC 2018 was a great success. Summary of the event:
 Talks: There are
o 7 keynote speakers, 3 of them were international.
o 41 contributed talks including 21 students talks. Students participation from the University
of Newcastle was overwhelming: five students from the University of Newcastle delivered
talks.
 Participation: There are
o 58 participants among whom 8 were international, 9 participants were local.
o I was expecting more participation from engineering schools of the University of
Newcastle.
 There were two student prizes awarded in the conference. One of them was sponsored by
MODSIM, and the other one by MoCaO.



Sponsors: The priority research centre for "Computer-Assisted Research in Mathematics and
Applications (CARMA)" generously gave $10K, I secured $8K from the office of the chief scientist
of NSW (the government of New South Wales), and the rest from the registration.
We have announced that the proceedings of CTAC will be published as an electronic supplement
of ANZIAM journal. The submission deadline is the end of February 2019.

2. Election of new Executive Committee (2018 – 2020): Bishnu Lamichhane suggested Markus Hegland
to be the Returning Officer. The following members were unanimously elected:
 Chair: Bishnu Lamichhane (Newcastle)
 Secretary: Thanh Tran (UNSW)
 Treasurer: Stephen Roberts (ANU)
 Ordinary members:
• Jerome Droniou (Monash)
• Linda Stals (ANU)
• Tim Moroney (QUT)
• Brendan Harding (UA)
• Steve Armfield (USYD)
• QuocThong LeGia (UNSW)

CTAC20
The next CTAC conference will be organised by the University of New South Wales. The details will come
later.
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Computational Mathematics Group (Treasurer’s Report)
Treasurer: Prof Stephen Roberts

As of the 31/12/2018 we have accumulated funds of $90,408.36, made up of:
 Commonwealth Bank Check account: $3,233.29.
 Commonwealth Bank term deposit for a sum $74,613.27. The 13-month term interest rate was
2.4%, matured on the 7th Sept 2018.
 Commonwealth Business Online Saver Account for a sum of $12,561.80, attracting an interest
rate of 0.6%.
This year we earned total interest of $1,956.59 and expenditure of $10.00. (paper statements)

Bishnu Lamichhane (chair)
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7. j)

Engineering Mathematics Group Report to ANZIAM
2018 Annual report (for February 2019)
Office holders
The current Elections EMG Executive, elected at the AGM on 9th December 2017 (during EMAC 2017)
is comprised of:
Chair
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Committee:

Dr Bronwyn Hajek (UniSA)
Dr Tara Hamilton (UWS)
Daniel Norrison (DSTO)
A/Prof Mark Nelson (UoW)
Dr Andrew Stacey (RMIT)
A/Prof Bill Blyth (RMIT)
Dr Alys Clark (Auckland)
Dr Stephen Woodcock (UTS)

Ex-officio: Chair ANZIAM
This Executive was elected to serve from EMAC 2017 to EMAC 2019.
Activities:
1. There were no activities in 2018.
2. EMAC 2019 will be held in Canberra, directed by Dr Zlatko Jovanoski. Preparations are
underway and an invited speakers committee is being formed.
Dates: Tuesday 26th – Friday 29th November, 2019
Venue: UNSW Canberra, ADFA

Bronwyn Hajek
Chair, EMG

Tara Hamilton
Secretary, EMG
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7. l)
Report on MISG 2019.

The 2019 MISG was held at the University of South Australia, from 21–25 January.
This year MISG had two companies withdraw in December, taking three problems with them. One of
the companies withdrew because their lawyers wanted individual non-disclosure agreements with
every delegate, which would have been too difficult for us to organise. Confidentiality is not usually
a problem—companies bring anonymised data.
Rather than cancel MISG we decided to run a smaller event, since some delegates would have
already made travel arrangements, and we had students from the ATN Industry Doctoral Training
Centre (IDTC) coming to MISG. We chose a single problem based on challenge that will be posed by
Oz Minerals in February—to help them find minerals in South Australia using geophysical and
geochemical data from surveys.
We alerted potential delegates in December that we would be running a smaller event. Despite this,
we had 31 delegates at MISG, including delegates from Oxford in the UK and from Japan. About half
of the delegates were PhD students, and seven of these from the IDTC.
We had a geologist from UniSA present the problem on the Monday morning and provide technical
advice throughout the week.
We did not have any industry income this year, but surplus from previous events almost covered the
catering and the MISG dinner, which was held at the University of South Australia MOD museum.
The shortfall will be covered by the UniSA Centre for Industrial and Applied Mathematics.
MISG will move to Newcastle University in 2020, with Natalie Thamwattana as the new director.
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7. n)
===========
2018 report
===========
***Office Bearers and committee:
Chair: Alys Clark, Auckland University
Secretary: Rebecca Chisholm, University of Melbourne
Treasurer: Andrew Black, University of Adelaide
Web Editor: Roslyn Hickson, Australian Centre of Research Excellence in Malaria Elimination
Committee:
Deborah Cromer, UNSW
Carlo Laing, Massey University
James McCaw, University of Melbourne
Michael Plank, Canterbury University
***2018 Activities:
*Workshop:
The MBSIG ran a workshop on the Friday following ANZIAM 2018, organized by the UTAS Theoretical
Phylogenetics Group and with a focus on evolutionary mathematics, particularly phylogenetics and led by
led by Jeremy Sumner. Speakers on the day were Barbara Holland, Ben Kaehler, Julia Shore, Venta
Terauds, Michael Baake, And Andrew Francis.
*Best paper prize
In 2018 the MBSIG initiated a best student paper prize. There were five outstanding candidates from the
MBSIG community, and the prize will be officially awarded at the MBSIG workshop on the Friday
following ANZIAM 2019. The prize will be awarded to to Alex Browning (QUT) for his paper “Inferring
parameters for a lattice-free model of cell migration and proliferation using experimental data”, and Alex
will give a presentation of this research at the workshop.
*Other:
The MBSIG google-groups email list has been well-utilised throughout 2018 to provide information on job
opportunities, PhD projects and other material to the ANZIAM MBSIG community.
Planning for the 2019 ANZIAM conference MBSIG workshop “Emergent Phenomena Across Scales” has
been underway all year, led by Alys Clark and Michael Plank. The workshop will be held on Friday 8th
February 2019.
After serving as Chair of the MBSIG since the beginning of 2015, James McCaw stepped down from the
role at the 2018 AGM. Alys Clark (University of Auckland) took over the role of Chair, and a new
Committee was elected. The new committee thank James, and retiring committee members Ed Green
Nicholas Gale for their service to the MBSIG community.
***ANZIAM Funding:
The MBSIG has maintained its $2000 cash float from ANZIAM to enable activities to be planned and
undertaken. To date this has not been transferred from ANZIAM as all events have been cost neutral and
did not require seed funding.
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8. a)

The 2018 ANZIAM Conference
(This was the 54th Meeting of the Applied Mathematics Division of the Australian
Mathematical Society) It was held over the period 4 – 8 February 2018 in Hobart, at the
Hotel Grand Chancellor on Hobart’s waterfront, right opposite the wharf where the Sydney to
Hobart yacht race finishes each year. The weather was good for the whole period, and on the
free Tuesday afternoon, it gave people the opportunity to go to the top of Kunanyi (Mt
Wellington), or visit MONA (Museum of Old and New Art) or enjoy themselves at the
Salamanca waterfront.
There were 243 Registrants for the Conference, consisting of 174 Male and 69 Female
participants. Of these, 180 were from Australia and 35 were New Zealanders. We were
pleased that there were 11 mathematicians from Japan, some of who were visiting the
Conference for the second time. There were also 4 delegates each from the UK and the USA,
as well as a few mathematicians from Europe and the Middle East. It is pleasing that there
were 84 registrations from Students, whose contributions to the Conference continue to be
outstanding. We were honoured to have a Welcome to Country from Auntie Verna Nichols,
and as the Conference Director, I had the privilege of talking to her briefly afterwards, too.
The Conference was declared open by the Governor, Professor Kate Warner, who gave a
thought-provoking address about the role of education in a number of important scenarios;
her opening remarks may be found at the address
http://www.maths.utas.edu.au/anziam2018/documents/ANZIAM2018_Governors_Speech.pd
f
There were 7 Invited speakers, each of whom gave a Plenary Address. The first speaker of
the Conference was Prof Nick Trefethen from Oxford, who spoke on the Mathematics of the
Faraday Cage; he also very graciously stepped in at short notice and spoke later in an
ordinary session. Prof Louise Ryan, from UTS Sydney, spoke on Monday afternoon about
Data and Statistics, and this continued ANZIAM’s links with applied statistics, following the
initiative set by Graeme Hocking who included a “statistics day” at an ANZIAM Conference
in Fremantle. The two Plenary Talks on the Tuesday morning were both in the general area
of biological mathematics; Prof Mandyam Srinivasan from the Brain Institute at UQ spoke on
insect and bird flight, and Dr Mike Plank from Canterbury spoke later on marine ecosystems
and fishing. The two Plenary Talks on the Wednesday were both given by Medal winners
from the previous year. In the morning, Dr Alys Clark from Auckland spoke on
mathematical models of pregnancy, and she is the recipient of the 2017 J.H. Michell Medal.
The afternoon talk was given by Prof Kate Smith-Miles from Melbourne, who is the winner
of the 2017 Tuck Medal, and her talk focussed on the difficulty of optimization in
circumstances where there is an absence of good data. The final Plenary Talk on the
Thursday morning was given by Prof Snezhana Abarzhi, the new Chair of Applied
Mathematics at UWA, and she spoke about the Rayleigh-Taylor instability at the interface of
two fluids.
With so many delegates, we found that it was necessary to run five parallel sessions outside
the plenary sessions. We organized the talks into 16 topic areas that attempted to cover the
wide range of subjects discussed at the Conference. Of these, at least 4 topics focussed on
biological mathematics and involved 63 contributed talks; the general field of Biological
Mathematics is now the largest at the ANZIAM Conference. One of the sessions involved
numerical analysis, with a particular focus on work associated with Em Prof David Elliott of
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the University of Tasmania. His work on numerical quadrature and integral equations is
highly regarded, and he celebrated his 80th birthday some years previous to the Conference.
There was a welcome barbeque on the Sunday evening and the Conference Dinner on
Wednesday night. A total of 185 people attended the dinner, at which Em Prof Phil Howlett
received the prestigious ANZIAM Medal for 2018. The Dinner featured Live Jazz, provided
by Charlie McCarthy and his string musicians. The annual Women in Maths lunch was held
on Tuesday, and attracted 78 attendees.
At the Conference Dinner, the 2018 ANZIAM Medal was awarded to Em Prof Phil Howlett.
In addition, the 2018 J.H. Michell Medal, for outstanding research by an Early-Career
Researcher, was awarded to Dr Claire Postlethwaite from Auckland. The T.M. Cherry
student prize was presented to Eloise Tredenick from QUT, for her talk “Mathematical
modelling of hydrophilic agrochemical penetration in astomatous plant cuticles: surfactant
and hygroscopic effects”. We congratulate all these worthy recipients.
Finally, I want to say that the success of ANZIAM 2018 is due to the extraordinary hard work
and dedication of the conference secretaries Karen Bradford and Dr Michael Brideson, over
three or more years. Professor Andrew Bassom, a relatively recent appointment in
Mathematics at the time, also worked very hard to proof-read and ensure the high quality of
all the submitted conference abstracts, and to help design the timetable.
- Larry Forbes, Conference Director.
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9. a)

Report of ICIAM Representatives

Ian Sloan represented ANZIAM at the 2018 ICIAM Board meeting in
Philadelphia, USA, hosted by SIAM, and attended by representatives of 23
member societies. Major items for discussion included the ICIAM Prizes, for
which there will in future be a Canvassing Committee in addition to the Prize
Committee itself, to make sure that there is a broad range of nominations for
each prize. For the Olga Taussky-Todd Lectureship there is a need to secure
adequate sponsorship. The 2019 annual member fees were set at 390 USD for
a medium full member such as ANZIAM, twice this amount for a large full
member and half of it for a small full member. ICIAM is making a major
commitment to the gender-gap project of the International Science Council
(formerly ICSU), of which ICIAM is an affiliated member.
The core activity of ICIAM as an organisation is of course the Congress. The
next Congress take place in Valencia, Spain, from July 15 to 19 this year. Some
3,000 participants are anticipated, who will have the opportunity to participate
in many minisymposia (details not yet announced) and other activities. The 27
invited speakers include many well known names, including that of Hans de
Sterck who until recently was at Monash. For further information on the
Congress see https://iciam2019.org/index.php.
Reports from the Valencia Congress organisers were naturally a major focus at
the Philadelphia Board meeting Planning for the 2023 Congress (to be held in
Tokyo) is already well advanced. The Philadelphia Board meeting confirmed
Professor Yasumasa Nishiura as Chair of the Scientific Program Committee for
Tokyo 2023.
The next Board meeting will be held in Valencia on July 20, 2019. Ian Sloan will
again represent ANZIAM.
Ian Sloan and Mike Plank, ICIAM representatives
January 10, 2019
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9. b)

ANZIAM Student Support Scheme
2018 Annual Report
During 2018 the ANZIAM Student Support Scheme provided assistance totalling $18,455 to enable
students from universities in Australia and New Zealand to attend meetings. As a number of Australian
students applied to travel to the annual meeting in Nelson, most students could not be supported to the
level requested within the available budget. One student from an overseas university also applied for
assistance to attend, this request was rejected.
CTAC 2018. Newcastle November 2018
Five requests for assistance were received, three from Monash and one each from ANU and QUT. They
were all funded, the total being $1,500.
MISG. Adelaide January 2019
One request for assistance was received from a Monash student. $200 was granted.
ANZIAM 2019. Nelson February 2019
Thirty-five requests for assistance were received, eight from Adelaide, seven from QUT, three each
from Sydney and UNSW, two each from Canterbury, Macquarie, Newcastle and Melbourne, and one
each from La Trobe, Massey, Monash, Tasmania, UWA and VUW. They were all funded, the total
being $16,755.

Many thanks to the committee for their prompt responses, and to Phil Howlett (previous chair) and
Peter Johnston (ANZIAM treasurer) for providing advice.
Committee
Prof Mick Roberts (Chair: Massey)
A/Prof Rowena Ball (ANU)
Dr Frank de Hoog (CSIRO)

Mick Roberts
Chair ANZIAM Student Support Scheme
Massey University
Auckland
m.g.roberts@massey.ac.nz
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